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We report the first measurement of the flux-integrated cross section of νµ charged-current single
pi0 production on argon. This measurement is performed with the MicroBooNE detector, an 85 ton
active mass liquid argon time projection chamber exposed to the Booster Neutrino Beam at Fermilab.
This result on argon is compared to past measurements on lighter nuclei to investigate the scaling
assumptions used in models of the production and transport of pions in neutrino-nucleus scattering.
The techniques used are an important demonstration of the successful reconstruction and analysis
of neutrino interactions producing electromagnetic final states using a liquid argon time projection
chamber operating at the earth’s surface.
PACS numbers: 13.15.+g,13.60.Le,25.30.Pt
Neutral pion (pi0) production in neutrino interactions
can create backgrounds that limit the sensitivity of neu-
trino νµ → νe oscillation searches, such as those be-
ing pursued by DUNE [1–3] and the SBN Program [4].
This background comes from photons originating from
the pi0 → γγ decays that can mimic the topology of an
electron originating from a νe charged-current interac-
tion. Uncertainties associated with this background can
have a detrimental impact on experimental searches for
the appearance of νe in νµ-beams.
To reduce this uncertainty, the physics underlying
the primary interaction and the subsequent transport of
hadrons through the nuclear medium needs to be under-
stood across the wide range of targets used in neutrino
experiments. While νµ charged-current (CC) with an
associated pi0 has been previously studied on deuterium
by bubble chamber experiments [5–8], on freon [9], and
on carbon [10–13], it has never been measured on heav-
ier targets. This letter reports the first measurement of
νµ CC single pi
0 production on argon using an inclusive
final-state topology of at least one photon coming from a
pi0 decay in addition to a muon, both exiting the target
nucleus.
Experimental Setup and Simulation − This measure-
ment is performed using neutrinos originating from the
Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB) at Fermilab [14]. The
BNB creates a 93.6% pure source of νµ. Sitting 463 m
from the target, the MicroBooNE detector is a LArTPC
with 85 tons of active mass [15] that is read out by
three planes of sense wires. As charged particles tra-
verse the argon, the resulting ionization electrons drift in
an electric field to the wires. The first two sense planes
record bipolar signals while the final sense plane collects
the charge providing a unipolar signal, which produces a
measure of the deposited energy. Scintillation light pro-
duced during the ionization process is collected by an
array of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). A readout is se-
lected for further analysis by a coincidence of PMT light
in a beam spill. This analysis makes use of a data sam-
ple corresponding to 1.62× 1020 protons on target, after
passing data and beam quality requirements, collected
between February and July 2016.
The flux of neutrinos at MicroBooNE is simulated us-
ing the framework built by the MiniBooNE collabora-
tion [14]. Neutrino interactions on argon, along with the
relevant nuclear processes that modify the final state, are
simulated with the GENIE event generator [16], which
is commonly used in many neutrino experiments. We
configure GENIE with a relativistic Fermi gas nuclear
model [17] with additional terms that enhance quasi-
elastic-like interactions that occur off of correlated nu-
cleon pairs via an empirically driven meson exchange cur-
rent model [18]. Resonant pion production is described
by the Rein-Sehgal (RS) model [19] that scales the cross
section based on the number of neutrons in a nuclear
target. The effects of final state interactions (FSI) are
handled by an effective cascade model (hA) [20] which
scales the hadron-nucleus cross sections as A2/3.
Particles exiting the incident nucleus are passed to a
custom implementation of Geant4 available in the LAr-
Soft software toolkit [21, 22]. Backgrounds induced by
cosmic rays (CRs) that produce activity coinciding with
the beam spill are measured directly in data by utilizing
a random trigger anti-coincident with the beam. Other
CR backgrounds are modeled with CORSIKA [23] at an
elevation of 226 m above sea level.
Reconstruction and Event Selection − Signal process-
ing begins by filtering electronics noise from the raw wire
signals [24]. The filtered waveforms are processed to
isolate Gaussian shaped signals [25], called hits. The
Pandora event reconstruction toolkit [26] is used to clus-
ter the hits and construct 3D tracks and vertices. The 3D
vertices are candidate locations for neutrino interactions
and are used in the next stage of the reconstruction as a
seed for shower finding.
To remove CR muons, tracks that cross any two detec-
tor faces are removed. Tracks that are inconsistent with
the spatial distribution of light detected in the PMT ar-
ray are also removed. The remaining tracks are treated
as candidate neutrino-induced muons.
A candidate muon track must have a length greater
than 15 cm and be matched to within 3 cm of a three-
dimensional (3D) reconstructed vertex that is located
within a fiducial volume taken as 10 cm from the up-
stream and downstream faces of the detector and 20 cm
from the sides. Any additional tracks that have one end-
3point within 3 cm of this same vertex are considered as-
sociated with the vertex. To further reduce CR contam-
ination, a set of multiplicity-dependent requirements are
applied. Single detector-exiting tracks, vertical tracks,
two-track topologies compatible with a muon decaying,
and multi-track vertices where the two longest tracks are
back-to-back (> 155◦) are rejected. Finally, we require
that the candidate muon track has a deposited charge
consistent with a minimally ionizing particle and has no
deflection at any point along the track greater than 8◦;
this removes tracks mistakenly reconstructed from EM
particle showers.
The number of preselected CR events, as measured in
data, are reduced by 99.9%. From the simulation we find
the remaining sample consists of 80% νµ CC interactions
(6% with a single pi0) and 15% CR backgrounds, with
the remainder being neutral-current and CC interactions
from other neutrino flavors. The efficiency for selecting
a CC single pi0 event is 33% based solely on finding the
muon track. To identify the νµ CC single pi
0 events, a
second pass reconstruction is employed to identify elec-
tromagnetic (EM) particles associated with the neutrino
interaction.
This reconstruction constitutes the first demonstration
of EM particle 3D reconstruction without human assis-
tance in LArTPC data. The reconstruction of EM activ-
ity (EM showers) is separated into two stages: the first
aims to sort hits to identify neutrino-induced EM ac-
tivity, and the second clusters these hits into individual
showers. The first stage begins by seeding the EM shower
reconstruction on each readout plane with the output of
the earlier clustering pass performed by Pandora. This
Pandora clustering pass collects charge fragments from
single parent particles but spreads the full charge of that
particle across many clusters [26]. If the cluster appears
to not be shower-like (based on its linearity), emanates
from a track-like particle, or is uncorrelated with the in-
teraction vertex, it is rejected [27]. This procedure be-
comes inefficient for particles with kinetic energies be-
low 50 MeV, as radiative and ionization energy losses
become comparable, resulting in linear trajectories for
EM particles [27, 28]. In the second stage of EM shower
reconstruction, the hits designated as “shower-like” are
passed to a re-clustering procedure using OpenCV, an
open source image processing tool [29, 30], that pro-
cesses the hits radially from the candidate neutrino ver-
tex. During image processing, all contiguous hits are
formed into a 2D cluster on a given plane. The resulting
OpenCV clusters are matched across planes by matching
the time ranges of the clusters on the collection plane
with one of the two induction planes. With matched
clusters, shower properties such as 3D direction and en-
ergy from the summed hit charge on the collection plane
are calculated.
The algorithm results in relatively high purity show-
ers (on average 92% of the collected charge comes from
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FIG. 1. The νµ + Ar → µ + (pi0 → γγ) + X shower re-
construction efficiency as a function of the deposited energy
of the shower (with statistical uncertainties). Overlaid are
the simulated energy distributions of the decay photons from
neutrino induced neutral pions. The leading shower spectrum
is in red and the subleading shower in blue.
the same parent particle) at the expense of completeness
(on average, a reconstructed shower contains 63% of the
total charge associated to the parent particle). To esti-
mate the shower reconstruction efficiency we start with
νµ + Ar→ µ+ pi0 +X interactions that pass our prese-
lection. We then apply our two stage shower reconstruc-
tion and plot the ratio of the number of reconstructed
showers over all showers as a function of true deposited
photon energy, as shown in Fig. 1, along with the sim-
ulated leading and subleading photon deposited energy
distributions. Less than 1% of photons deposit energy
within the detector but result in no identifiable charge on
the collection plane. The low efficiencies at low energies
are instead due to the removal of track-like topologies
to mitigate CR contamination for this charged-current
νµ analysis. More sophisticated techniques for identify-
ing EM showers, like deep neural-networks [31], could be
employed in the future to increase our efficiencies at the
lowest energy.
At BNB neutrino energies more than 95% of neutrino
induced photons are predicted to come from single pi0
decays, with the remainder predominantly coming from
events with two or more pi0 decays. For the cross sec-
tion measurement described here, we require at least one
photon to be reconstructed, enabling a higher event se-
lection efficiency. The efficiency and background subtrac-
tion used are estimated from the simulation and a two
shower selection is employed as a cross check. To asso-
ciate a shower to the neutrino interaction, we require at
least one reconstructed shower to point towards the in-
teraction vertex with an impact parameter, or distance
of closest approach of the backward shower projection,
of less than 4 cm, and a start point located within 62 cm
of the vertex. These values are chosen to maximize the
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FIG. 2. The vertex to shower start point distance in events
with at least one shower correlated with the neutrino inter-
action vertex. The histogram of simulated neutrino interac-
tions have been area normalized to the data to enable a shape
comparison and separated into four classes: selected neutrino-
induced primary photons (red), selected activity from the neu-
trino interaction which is not a primary photon (brown), ac-
tivity uncorrelated with the neutrino interaction (yellow), and
pure CR backgrounds (gray). The fit for these backgrounds
and the extracted conversion length excludes the first bin.
purity of the selection.
Requiring one or more reconstructed photons, there
are 771 candidate events in the data sample that, based
on simulation, has a 56% purity and 16% efficiency for
νµ CC pi
0 interactions. The dominant source of back-
ground, 15% of the sample, comes from real EM showers
produced near the vertex (such as radiation emanating
from muons), Michel decays, pi± → pi0 charge-exchange
in pion transit in the detector, and nucleon inelastic scat-
ters in the detector volume. A further 8% of the events
have a shower misreconstructed from non-EM activity.
CR backgrounds make up 12% of the sample. The re-
maining sample results from multi-pi0 events (5%), νµ
CC induced single pi0 events outside the fiducial volume
(2%), and the remainder come from neutral current and
non-νµ CC interactions.
The distribution of the 3D distance from a vertex to
the reconstructed shower start point is shown in Fig. 2
along with a breakdown of the selected sample into pri-
mary photons created by: a neutrino interaction, activity
from a neutrino interaction we identify as a shower that is
not a primary photon, activity uncorrelated with the neu-
trino interaction (noise or CR) misidentified as a shower
coming from the neutrino interaction vertex, and purely
CR induced backgrounds, where the simulation is area
normalized to the data. This distribution is fit, in the
range of 13 cm to 60 cm, with an exponential function
whose slope provides a measurement of the conversion
distance of the photons. We exclude the first bin from
the fit to remove the contribution from tracks misrecon-
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FIG. 3. The reconstructed invariant mass of the two photon
candidates associated to the neutrino interaction vertex after
an energy-scale correction. The simulation is grouped into
four classes of photon pairs: neutrino-induced pi0 that are cre-
ated in and subsequently exit the argon nucleus (red), charged
pion charge exchange that occurs outside the nucleus (yellow),
pure CR activity (grey), and everything else (brown). The
mean of the data is consistent, within the quoted statistical
uncertainty, with mpi0 .
structed as showers near the vertex. A linear function
is included in the fit to model the summed backgrounds,
which tend to be flat based on simulation. The result-
ing conversion distance of 24 ± 1 (stat) cm is consistent
with simulation and consistent with our expectation of
the energy dependent photon-argon cross section [27].
To cross-check this selection, we measure the two-
photon invariant mass spectrum with a second selection
that requires at least two showers reconstructed with an
impact parameter less than 4 cm. The leading photon of
a pi0 decay cannot have less energy than mpi0/2, there-
fore, it is required that at least 60% of the photon energy
is reconstructed (40 MeV). Reconstructed showers that
are separated by less than 20◦ are largely the result of a
single photon being reconstructed as two showers and are
rejected. Finally, the leading and subleading showers are
required to start within 80 cm and 100 cm of the inter-
action vertex, respectively. Events where more than one
pair of showers pass this criteria are rejected as multi-pi0
background. This two-shower selection has a purity of
64% and a signal efficiency of 6%, based on simulation.
With two showers, the diphoton invariant mass is mea-
sured and compared with the expected pi0 mass. We ap-
ply simulation-based shower energy-scale corrections of,
on average, 40% to account for energy lost during hit for-
mation and clustering [27]. The final diphoton invariant
mass distribution has a mean, 128 ± 5 MeV/cm2, con-
sistent, within statistical uncertainties, with the pi0 mass
(Fig. 3). The normalization disagreement shown in Fig. 3
is within flux and cross section uncertainties, discussed
later. This provides further confidence that the selected
5photons originate from pi0 decays.
Cross Section Measurement − Using the selection with
at least one-shower, we measure the total flux integrated
cross section via the following relation:
〈σ〉Φ =
N −B
TΦ
, (1)
where N is the number of events selected in data
(771 events), B is the number of expected background
events,  is the efficiency for selecting signal events, T is
the number of argon targets within the fiducial volume,
and Φ is the integrated νµ flux from 0 GeV to 3 GeV. Off-
beam data are used to model the pure CR backgrounds
in B (86.9 events); the remainder of the total background
(347.3 events) are taken from the simulation. The detec-
tor volume is treated as pure argon to calculate T .
We identify three major sources of systematic un-
certainty for this measurement: the neutrino flux pre-
diction, the neutrino-argon interaction model, and the
detector simulation. We assess uncertainties on the
neutrino flux prediction using the final flux simulation
from the MiniBooNE collaboration [14] adopted to the
MicroBooNE detector size and location. These account
for hadron production in the beamline, the focusing op-
tics of the secondary pion beam, and proton counting.
Varying these effects results in a 16% uncertainty on the
final cross section. For the neutrino-argon interaction un-
certainties, individual parameters are varied within the
GENIE neutrino interaction models [20]. The dominant
uncertainties on the backgrounds come from the reso-
nance model parameterization and the FSI modeling and
lead to a 17% total uncertainty on the resulting cross sec-
tion measurement. Finally, for the detector simulation,
a wide variety of microphysical effects are varied, includ-
ing the electron diffusion, the scintillation light yield, the
electron recombination [32], and localized electric field
distortions. Further, the simulated detector response
is varied for effects such as the single photon rate ob-
served in the PMTs, the electronics noise [24], the signal
response shape, non-responsive channels, the visibility
of the region surrounding the TPC to the PMT array,
and a simulation of long-range induced signals on the
wires [33, 34]. An additional uncertainty is assessed on
the reconstructed neutrino interactions that are contam-
inated by simulated CR activity. Together the detector
simulation variations yield a 21% uncertainty on the fi-
nal cross section measurement. This set of uncertainties,
while dominant, are expected to be reduced by an on-
going program of detector calibrations. Each systematic
uncertainty is treated as uncorrelated and quadratically
summed to give a total systematic uncertainty of 31%.
Results and Discussion − The flux-integrated total
cross section for CC single pi0 production on argon, mea-
sured through the reconstruction of at least one shower,
FIG. 4. The measured total flux integrated νµ CC single pi
0
cross section for ANL, MiniBooNE, and MicroBooNE with
the bars denoting the total uncertainty. These are compared
to the flux averaged default GENIE prediction with the RS
model (solid blue) and with FSI removed (dashed blue) and
an alternative GENIE model with the BS model (solid pink).
NuWro predictions are shown in solid red.
is found to be
〈σ〉Φ = 1.9± 0.2 (stat)± 0.6 (syst)× 10−38
cm2
Ar
.
Using the selection that requires at least two showers
a consistent cross section, within statistical uncertain-
ties, is measured. We compare four models of resonant
pion production to this measurement in Fig. 4. The
RS model [19], shown with and without the effects of
FSI, and the Berger-Sehgal (BS) model [35], as imple-
mented in GENIE; as well as for an alternative generator,
NuWro [36]. NuWro utilizes a local Fermi gas model
for the initial nuclear state. Resonant pion production
is described via the Adler model [37, 38] with modified
form factors [39], and the Oset model [40] handles the
FSI of the hadrons exiting the struck nucleus.
The predicted cross section from GENIE includes non-
resonant components of 24% (30%) for final states that
exclude (include) additional charged mesons. These com-
ponents will not change between different GENIE mod-
els and are modeled differently in NuWro. Each model
depends on scalings that encapsulate the dependence
of the production and FSI across a large range of nu-
clei. To test these scaling assumptions, we bring to-
gether measurements of CC single pi0 production per-
formed on other nuclei using similar neutrino energy
ranges, including those from the ANL bubble chamber [5]
and MiniBooNE [12]. While the present work includes
events with any particles beyond the single pi0 and muon,
the MiniBooNE and ANL measurements excluded events
with additional charged-mesons. The published neutrino
fluxes [14, 41, 42] have been used to derive flux averaged
cross section prediction and the results from deuterium,
6carbon, and argon are shown together in Fig. 4. Each
experiment integrates their unique flux across different
energy ranges, which complicates the ability to directly
scale between nuclear targets. The model comparisons in
Fig. 4 employ the same flux integrations as used to treat
the data. The ANL and MiniBooNE measurements agree
with both of the GENIE predictions, whereas a slight
deficit (1.2σ) relative to these models is seen for argon.
The measured cross sections on deuterium and argon are
in agreement with the NuWro predictions, while the
measurement on carbon sits 1.2σ high. This indicates
that the scalings implemented in these models are appli-
cable, within the uncertainties, for neutrino-argon scat-
tering.
In conclusion, this letter reports the first measurement
of CC production of single neutral pions in neutrino-
argon scattering. The measurement is compared to a
set of models implemented in the GENIE and NuWro
neutrino event generators, which, based on previous mea-
surements, describe this process well on lighter nuclei.
We also find consistency for argon. This analysis makes
use of both charged particle track and novel fully auto-
mated EM shower reconstruction, a first in a LArTPC.
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